Of Myself (Atmaparichhay)

By Rabindranath Tagore

Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan, 2006. Soft cover. Book Condition: New. In these six essays that were collected in a volume after the author’s death, the reader is a privileged listener. A discussion of the deepest aspirations of the poet is resumed on occasion over four decades. Rabindranath Tagore speaks of his fragmentary encounters with truth and the poetry of Creation, and of a continuous adaptation to the world. An essentially philosophical quest becomes intelligible in the context of his own poetry and other writings and through reference to his life and times. ‘Atmaparichay’ is a searching reflection on the creative process by a man who remained creative till the end of his life. Fame did not blind the inner sight; he ‘fashioned from the fire’ the ever-renewing gift of his art. These essays present a rare engagement with life, so that we have, if not an autobiography, then the essence of it. And through all this the glimmer of a unity and a direction can be seen. Published originally in 1943, ‘Atmaparichay’ appears now in English for the first time. It has been translated from the Bengali by Devadatta Joardar and Joe Winter.

Reviews

Thorough guideline! Its this type of good read. It is really simplistic but shocks from the 50 percent from the publication. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Sallie Wiegand

Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. I am happy to tell you that here is the greatest book i have got read through in my personal existence and can be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Reese Morissette
**Other Books**

**Accused: My Fight for Truth, Justice and the Strength to Forgive**
BenBella Books. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Accused: My Fight for Truth, Justice and the Strength to Forgive, Tonya Craft, Mark Dagostino, This is the true story of a woman who prevailed against the most heinous accusations imaginable. Tonya Craft, a...

**Read Write Inc. Phonics: Yellow Set 5 Storybook 7 Do We Have to Keep it?**
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Tim Archbold (Illustrator). 211 x 101 mm. Language: N/A. Brand New Book. These engaging Storybooks provide structured practice for children learning to read the Read Write Inc. Set 1 and 2 sounds....

**Chris P. Bacon: My Life So Far.**
Hay House Inc. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Chris P. Bacon: My Life So Far., Chris P. Bacon, Len Lucero, Kristina Tracy, Welcome to the life of Chris P. Bacon, the adorable baby pig that became a YouTube and talk-show sensation....

**Taken: Short Stories of Her First Time**
Speedy Publishing LLC, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Taken is the intimate and sensually heated account of two virgins and how they lost their virginities....

**Born Fearless: From Kids' Home to SAS to Pirate Hunter - My Life as a Shadow Warrior**

**Hitler's Exiles: Personal Stories of the Flight from Nazi Germany to America**
New Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 1565843940 Never Read-12+ year old Hardcover book with dust jacket-may have light shelf or handling wear-has a price sticker or price written inside front or back cover-publishers mark-Good Copy- I ship FAST with FREE tracking!! **...
A brief description of the manga Magical★Explorer – It Seems I Have Become a Friend of the Protagonist In An Eroge World, But Because Magic is Fun I Have Abandoned The Role And Train Myself. The legendary Bishoujo game that has gained popularity among Japanese gentlemen is Magic Explorer or Magiero for short. The main character of the game has the ability to cheat and the ability to flirt with 12 beautiful heroines, including 12 more heroines from the DLC a whole harem of 24 beauties! In these poems infused with a scent of unrequited love, the great Bengali poet Jibanananda Das captured his country's soul through evocations of village life and natural beauty. Written in 1934, the sixty-two sonnets - discovered in an exercise-book twenty years after Das wrote them - achieved instant popularity on their posthumous publication in 1957, becoming a totemic symbol of freedom in Bangladesh's 1971 War of Independence. In addition to my original poetry the list below includes volumes of translation and criticism. Book covers gallery. Poetry. Writers Workshop, Kolkata. Birth of Spring. Night Out. Page Torn from a Diary. Of Myself (Atmaparichay) translated with Devadatta Joardar. Jibanananda Das: Poetry. (Anvil/Carcanet). Naked Lonely Hand (a selection from several volumes). Bengal the Beautiful (Rupasi Bangla). Translation from Bengali. (Peridot Press). Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) was a world famous Nobel laureate poet, philosopher, educationist and one of the most prolific song writers and composers in India's history. He was the first Nobel laureate of Asian origin who received the Nobel prize in literature in 1913. Among his numerous manifestations of innovation, creation and excellence his songs were very special to him. He wrote and composed songs since he was only eleven years and continued till the end of his day.